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Abstract

Real�time task scheduling problems are generally considered to be NP�
hard problems
 Therefore it is necessary to apply a heuristic search
strategy on these problems
 This project focuses on the development of
a real�time scheduling algorithm using tabu search

A dynamic real�time task scheduling problem is de	ned for a single pro�
cessor
 The tasks in the system are sporadic� mutually independent�
non�preemptable with 	rm� arbitrary deadlines
 This problem is rep�
resented with tabu search
 For performance measurements a simulator
has been designed and implemented
 Simulations have been conducted
comparing scheduler based on tabu search to two well known schedul�
ing algorithms� namely� earliest deadline 	rst and highest value 	rst
 It
was expected that the scheduler based on tabu search would outperform
highest�value 	rst and it would miss fewer deadlines than earliest dead�
line� as soon as earliest deadline starts to miss deadlines
 The results of
the simulations conducted did not show this results
 Nevertheless did the
simulation results indicate that tabu search could be a suitable heuris�
tic search strategy for real�time task scheduling problems
 This project
provides a starting point on which it is possible to continue work on en�
hancing the tabu search scheduler
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Sammanfattning

Problem inom realtidsschedulering anses allm�ant vara av sv�arighetsgrad
NP
 D�arf�or �ar det n�odv�andigt att anv�anda en heuristisk s�okstrategi f�or
dessa problem
 Detta projekt fokuserar p�a utveckling av en realtidss�
cheduleringalgoritm som baseras p�a tabu search

Ett dynamiskt realtidsscheduleringsproblem �ar de	nierat f�or ett enpro�
cessorsystem
 Jobben i systemet �ar sporadiska� oberoende av varandra�
ej avbrytbara samt har fasta egna deadlines
 En l�osning p�a detta problem
designas med hj�alp av tabu search
 F�or att m�ata prestanda har en sim�
ulator designats och implementerats
 Simuleringar har genomf�orts� som
j�amf�or en scheduler baserad p�a tabu search med tv�a v�alk�anda scheduler�
ingsalgoritmer� earliest deadline 	rst och highest value 	rst
 F�orv�antat
resultat var att schedulern baserad p�a tabu search skulle g�ora b�attre ifr�an
sig �an highest value 	rst och missa f�arre deadlines �an earliest deadline
	rst n�ar earliest deadlines 	rst b�orjar att missa deadlines
 Resultatet av
de genomf�orda simuleringarna var ett annat� men de indikerar att tabu
search kan vara en passande heuristisk s�okstrategi f�or realtidsscheduler�
ingsproblem
 Detta projekt ger en startpunkt varifr�an man kan forts�atta
arbete med att f�orb�attra tabu search schedulern


Nyckelord
 process schedulering� realtids system� tabu search� simu�
lering
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Chapter �

Introduction

In general� computer systems perform a number of tasks
 In a real�time system there
exists tasks having speci	c deadlines� i
e
� the tasks must be 	nished executing before a
certain time
 This means in turn that the system itself has strict timing constraints
 The
classi	cation of real�time systems depends on how they react to a missed deadline
 The
most common classi	cation of real�time systems is hard and soft
 Hard real�time systems
do not tolerate a missed deadline but in a soft real�time system an occasionally missed
deadline is accepted
 But for both it is important that deadlines are met� therefore it is
necessary that the tasks are scheduled in a way such that this goal can be achieved
 This
is the essence of real�time scheduling and is generally known to be NP�hard problem�

Because of the complexity of NP�hard problems� they are computationally intractable

without the use of a heuristic search strategy
 The goal of a heuristic search strategy in
this case is to 	nd a schedule where all deadlines are met� i
e
� a feasible schedule
 In order
to visualize the process of 	nding a feasible schedule by using a heuristic search strategy
it is helpful to think of it as building a search tree���
 The root of the tree is an empty
schedule
 The leaf nodes correspond to a full schedule� but it is worth noting that not
all the leafs are feasible schedules
 Therefore in using this model the objective can be
formulated as searching for a leaf that is a feasible schedule

Arti	cial intelligence �AI� has struggled to solve problems that show combinatorial

explosion for years
 As a consequence many heuristic search strategies have been evolved
in order to solve this type of problems
 It is therefore convenient to draw upon years of
experience and choose a heuristic search strategy from AI
 The one chosen and applied
in this project is called tabu search
 Tabu search has not been applied to the speci	c
problem presented here
 Furthermore does this particular heuristic search strategy provide
the concept of swapping tasks by some criterion
 This feature is believed to be pro	table
when it comes to solving dynamic real�time scheduling problems

The main goal of this project is to examine whether tabu search is an applicable heuristic

search strategy to solve dynamic real�time task scheduling problems
 If that is the case
then a design of a scheduler using tabu search will be suggested� and then this design will

�see section ����� on page ��
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be evaluated against two other schedulers� called earliest deadline 	rst and highest value
	rst
 In order to measure the performance of the scheduler simulations are conducted
 For
that purposes a simulator is designed and implemented


��� Approach

In every project it is important that some systematic approach is applied
 This project
focuses on the design and evaluation of a real�time scheduling algorithm based on tabu
search
 To achieve this a real�time scheduling problem is de	ned
 This problem was
represented with tabu search which resulted in the design of a real�time scheduler
 In
order to evaluate the scheduler a simulator is needed� therefore was a simulator designed
and implemented
 The performance measurement of a scheduler is not an absolute scale�
it must be compared with some other scheduler
 There were two reference schedulers used
in this project� earliest deadline 	rst and highest value 	rst
 Simulations were conducted
comparing the tabu search scheduler to the other two and 	nally the results were analyzed


��� Report Outline

The remainder of this report will be organized in the following manner
 Chapter � will pro�
vide the reader with the necessary background material� i
e
� introduce common notations
and terms
 In chapter � the issues regarding the scheduler will be addressed� including
the scheduling problem as well as the representation of the problem with tabu search

Chapter � describes the design and implementation of the simulator which will be used in
this particular project
 In chapter � the results of the simulations will be analyzed and
	nally chapter � will discuss the conclusions and future work suggested


�see section �����





Chapter �

Background

��� Real�time Systems

Real�time systems are dictated by their environment
 The environment gives the system
a stimuli and it must react within speci	c time constraints set by the environment
 This
property is shared by all real�time systems
 One way of classifying them is to observe
how they react to a missed deadline
 By this criteria it is possible to divide real�time
systems into two main categories hard and soft
 A missed deadline in a hard system has
catastrophic consequences while a soft system accepts a few missed deadlines
 Soft systems
can be divided further depending on whether they accept late results or not� i
e
� results
from a task that has missed its deadline
 If a system accepts such results then it is a
genuine soft system� but if it does not then it is referred to as a �rm system
 In order to
make the distinction clearer three examples are provided�

Hard real�time system	 A railway signaling system is a hard real�time system where it
is very important that right signals are given at the right time
 If this fails it can
cost lives


Soft real�time system	 A telephone switching system is a soft real�time system which
has very strict availability requirements� i
e
� one should always be able to make a
phone call
 But if an on�going phone call gets disconnected because the system fails
to meet time constraints then this particular phone call is ruined but the system
prevails


Firm real�time system	 A system that provides up to date periodic information is a
good example of a 	rm system
 Often sensors are used to provide the information
needed
 The sensors are activated periodically� e
g
� a temperature sensor
 This infor�
mation is only important if it is provided before its deadline
 If a single measurement
is not provided to the system before its deadline it is useless because there is a newer
measurement on its way bringing a more current value of the temperature
 That is
to say� the system tolerates missed deadlines from time to time but is not interested
in late results
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From the preceding examples it is clear that it is important that deadlines are met
 To
achieve this� close attention must be paid to the execution order of tasks
 This is where
the system scheduler plays a central role as it depends on the scheduler to 	nd a schedule
where all deadlines can be met


��� Issues Regarding Real�Time Scheduling Problems

According to ��� a scheduling problem can be divided into three parts�

� Model of the system � a global perspective is taken in order to describe which issues
a�ect the environment


� Characteristics of the tasks to be scheduled � detailed description of the properties
of the task


� The objectives of the scheduling algorithm


Each of these parts will be dealt with in the following subsections


����� Model of the System

It is important to de	ne� as accurately as possible� the environment of the system to clearly
de	ne the boundaries of the scheduling problem
 The following issues are important to
specify in order to achieve this goal ����

The timing of a scheduling decision	 According to ��� there are two main approaches�
static scheduling and dynamic scheduling
 A static approach calculates the schedule
before run�time and therefore needs complete knowledge of the characteristics of the
tasks as well as how many they are
 On the other hand a dynamic approach deter�
mines the schedule at run�time� which makes it more �exible in terms of responding
to unexpected workload


Types of deadlines	 The concept of a deadline is important in real�time systems
 There
are basically two aspects that must be decided upon�

� The time of the deadline of each task� e
g
� at the end of its period� arbitrary


� Deadline criticality of a task� i
e
� hard� soft� or 	rm


Task synchronization	 According to ����� task synchronization can occur in two ways�
in a strict execution order or they can overlap each other
 If the system allows a task
to 	nish execution uninterrupted� even though a higher priority task is waiting� then
the system is known as non�preemptable
 But if a task is allowed to interrupt the
execution of some other task� which will resume execution after some time� then the
system is preemptable


Resources	 Resources available in the system� e
g
� processors� 	les� printers
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����� The Characteristics of a Task

The basic schedulable unit in a real�time system is the task
 There exist mainly two kinds
of tasks� periodic and non�periodic ���
 A periodic task is executed repeatedly with a
certain speci	c time interval between executions and their deadlines are at the end of the
period
 A typical periodic task can be one which reads sensor data
 A non�periodic task
has an arbitrary arrival time and deadline
 There are two groups of non�periodic tasks�
namely aperiodic and sporadic ���
 In general aperiodic tasks are viewed as being activated
randomly� responding to internal or external events
 This distribution of when the tasks
arrive to the system makes worst case analysis hard ���
 In order to allow worst case
analysis a minimum period between two non�periodic tasks must be de	ned
 When this is
done� the tasks under this constraint are referred to as sporadic

The parameters which the task has varies from system to system but three groups can

be identi	ed ����

Time constraints	 There is much timing information which can be of use in a real�time
system�

� Arrival time � the invocation time of a task


� Ready time � the ready time de	nes the earliest execution time of a task
 It is
either equal to or greater than the arrival time


� Worst case execution time � it is the maximum time that a task would ever
need to 	nish execution
 This time can either be obtained by measurement or
analysis


� Deadline � the time which a task must be 	nished executing


Precedence requirement	 Tasks are either mutually independent or have a precedence
constraint
 Mutually independent means that any task can preempt� any other task
given that the priority constraint� is not broken
 Precedence constraint simply means
that two or more tasks have execution ordering constraints� e
g
� task� must execute
before task�
 This clearly complicates the preemption process as it is not enough to
simply look at the priority of each task


Resource requirement	 A task can require a number of resources
 According to ���
there are two types of resources� active and passive
 A resource which has processing
capabilities is considered active� e
g
� CPU� otherwise it is passive� e
g
� 	les
 A task
can require at least one active resource and zero or more passive resources


�see section �����
�priority represents the importance of each task
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����� Objectives of a Scheduling Algorithm

The main objective of a scheduling algorithm is to 	nd a schedule were all the constraints
of the system are satis	ed
 According to ���� guarantee ratio is a widely used metric in hard
real�time systems to measure the e�ectiveness of a scheduler
 Guarantee ratio measures
how many tasks the scheduler can guarantee compared to the total number of tasks in
the system
 In soft or 	rm real�time systems another metric can be used as well� e
g
� to
measure the total utility of the schedule
 Every task has a value and the objective of the
scheduler is to schedule the tasks in such way that the utility is maximized


��� Heuristic Search Strategies

There exist many types of heuristic search strategies� some are problem speci	c� others
are applicable in more general situations
 Those strategies which are of general nature can
make use of another heuristic search strategy as one of its operating rule
 Those strategies
are often named meta�heuristics ��
 There is a number of search strategies that can be
called meta�heuristics� such as� genetic algorithms� simulated annealing and tabu search

These techniques have in common that they all try to imitate some natural process ����


����� Why use Heuristic Search Strategies�

The goal of a scheduling algorithm is to 	nd a schedule where all deadlines can be met�
i
e
� a feasible schedule
 A scheduling algorithm is said to be optimal if it can always 	nd a
feasible schedule� given that one exists ���
 If optimality is to be guaranteed in a schedule
an optimal algorithm is required� or in other words� algorithms that perform exhaustive
search
 That is not applicable in real�time scheduling because of the fact that scheduling
problems are generally known to be NP�hard problems ����
 Given the nature of NP�hard
problems� heuristic search strategies are natural candidates in solving real�time scheduling
problems
 On the other hand heuristic search strategies may seek sub�optimal solutions�
because parts of the search space are ignored where an optimal solution could be ����

Considering the strict time constraints of a real�time scheduling problem a sub�optimal
solution is quite acceptable


����� NP�Hard Problems

The 	eld of complexity analysis deals with the analysis of problems in respect to their
complexity
 The very 	rst division of the complexity of a problem is whether it can be
solved in polynomial time or not� without considering the algorithm used
 Problems that
are solvable in polynomial time are known as class P problems
 NP� class problems are
problems where it is possible to develop a solution with some algorithm and then verify

�see section �����
�non�deterministic polynomial
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whether or not the solution was correct in polynomial time ����
 A NP�hard problem is
a problem that has the property that every problem in class NP can be transformed into
an instance of the problem itself
 If this is possible in polynomial time then it is NP�
hard
 Thus it is reasonable to think that the problem is at least as hard or even harder
than problems in the class NP ����
 There exists yet another class of problems called NP�
complete
 Problems which are NP�hard and are members of the class NP are referred to as
NP�complete ����
 This class of problems is important because if a polynomial algorithm
is found to solve one of these problems that would mean that polynomial algorithm exists
for all the the problems in class NP� i
e
� class P would be equal to NP
 Many e�orts have
been made to prove this but to date all of these attempts have failed
 As for now all things
indicate that P is not equal to NP
 It is however not possible to ignore the possibility
that someone will 	nd a polynomial algorithm to solve a NP�complete problem� but until
that happens the use of heuristic search strategies is the only way to solve such complex
problems in reasonable time ����


��� Description of Tabu Search

Tabu search is a member of a family of heuristic search strategies that mimic natural pro�
cesses� in this case a memory ����
 The use of memory is central to tabu search� because
by using the memory in a systematic fashion it is less probable that the search process
will get stuck on a local optimum
 Tabu search assumes that there exist an initial solution
to the problem and it operates under the assumption that a neighbourhood of solutions
exist
 These solutions can be reached from any current solution� and are referred to as
adjacent solutions ���
 Information about the neighbourhood is kept in memory as well as
information regarding the exploration process� i
e
� the itinerary to the last solution which
was visited
 The role of the memory is to mark some solutions in the neighbourhood as
forbidden �tabu� ��
 To de	ne a neighbourhood� swaps �adjacent solutions� are frequently
used ���
 Connected to each swap is a move value
 The move value represents the change
in the objective function� i
e
� change in the solution
 An iteration is one or more swaps
depending on the stopping condition� after each iteration the structure of the neighbour�
hood changes� so it would be more appropriate to call it dynamic neighbourhood search

technique ��

The objective function� f � is thought of as a criteria that gives feedback to tabu search

how well it is doing� i
e
� the quality of the solution
 This function does not have to be a
static entity� according to ��� it is possible to intensify the search as well as diversify it

This is achieved by modifying the objective function
 It can sometimes be bene	cial to
intensify the search in a certain region in the search space because it might have some good
solutions
 That can be done by giving a higher priority to the solutions that have similar
features as the current solution by adding a term to the original objective function
 This
term will penalize the solutions that do not share similarities with the current one
 This
should be done for a few iterations and then another region of the search space should
be explored
 On the other hand� diversi	cation will spread the exploration e�orts over

��



di�erent regions of the search space
 The diversi	cation term penalizes the solutions that
bare any resemblance to the current solution
 Both the intensi	cation and diversi	cation
terms are dynamic in that sense the their phases shift during the search


fnew � f�Intensi	cation�Diversi	cation

Avoidance of local optimum can be reached to some degree by changing the objective
function� but mechanisms that exploit the memory in order to achieve better results also
exists
 The biggest risk is that when non�improving swaps are possible an old solution
is visited again and again� that is generally called cycling
 The term tabu is helpful in
this context
 First of all it is possible to forbid some swaps which might cause cycling�
which in turn reduces the search space
 This mechanism can be considered as some sort
of short time memory ��
 The de	nition of the tabu structure is up to the designer and
does not necessarily have to be connected to swaps as tabu can be imposed on particular
elements� position of elements� links between the immediate predecessors or successors etc
���
 Tabu conditions are nevertheless limited because it is still possible to get stuck on a
local optimum which could reside in a neighbourhood ��
 Therefore some sort of long time
memory is needed
 A long time memory is often implemented with the aid of a tabu list

��
 The purpose of this list is to provide the search with more cycling avoidance
 The
problem is the length of the list� if the list is too short� then it might not serve its purpose
and if it is too long� then too many restrictions might be imposed
 The fact is that 	nding
a suitable length to really guarantee that no cycling will occur might not be possible
 A
partial solution to this problem is to have the list of variable length� i
e
� each element of
the list is there for only a speci	c number of iterations
 However these restriction might
cause the search overlooking a good solution
 That is why a mechanism exists that relaxes
the tabu restriction if a better solution could be achieved by using a forbidden move
 Such
rules are better known as aspiration criteria ���

The de	nition of the stopping condition can often be problematic
 In tabu search it is

possible to de	ne stopping conditions such as ���

� The elements in the neigbourhood are exhausted


� The number of swaps is larger than the maximum swaps allowed


� The number of swaps since the last value improvement of the objective function is
larger than the maximum allowed
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Chapter �

The Scheduler

��� Description of the Scheduling Problem

The scheduling problem will have the following properties�

Dynamic scheduler	 The dynamic approach is chosen because of its �exibility in terms
of adding new tasks to the system as well as coping with unpredictable workload


Sporadic tasks will be considered
 That means that it it is possible to calculate worst�
case behaviour ���


Resources	 There is only one resource in the system and that is the CPU�


Task synchronization	 Preemption is not allowed� once a task has begun execution the
CPU is busy until that task is 	nished


Deadline criticality	 The tasks will all have 	rm� arbitrary deadlines


Timing constraints	 When a task T arrives to the system it will provide the scheduler
with the following information�

T �D�R�C� V �t�� V �t�min� V �t�max�

where D is the deadline� R the ready time� C is the worst case execution time� V �t�
is the type of time�value function� t is the time� and 	nally V �t�min and V �t�max are
pre�calculated values


Precedence requirement	 Tasks are mutually independent


System overhead such as context switching is assumed to be included in the worst�case
execution time


�Central Processing Unit
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��� Representation of the Scheduling Problem

To represent a scheduling problem is not an easy task and there are many aspect that
must be considered
 First of all a close look must be taken on the the scheduling problem
and 	nd which components are relevant to the representation
 There are components of
the problem which are more interesting in terms of designing a simulator rather than the
representation� e
g
� sporadic processes� resources and system overhead
 The remaining as�
sumptions regarding the scheduling problem which have any relevance to the representation
will now be discussed in detail in order to identify the problems which they bring�

Dynamic scheduler	 The schedule changes constantly because new tasks arrive to the
scheduler
 This means that every time a task is added to the schedule a whole new
scheduling problem has to be solved� i
e
 the problem changes with time


Types of deadlines	 Tasks have 	rm and arbitrary deadlines
 Arbitrary deadlines means
that the task have deadlines given by the environment
 This means that no assump�
tion can be made previous to the task�s arrival to the system
 Firm deadline means
that if a task misses its deadline it is no longer of interest for the system


Criticality and deadlines	 Time�value functions represent di�erent things before and
after a deadline ����
 Before a deadline it is possible to represent the criticality of
the task� but after the deadline it represents the three possible deadlines in real�time
systems� i
e
� hard� soft or 	rm


There is no speci	c rule how the time�value function looks like before the deadline�
it depends heavily on the application� e
g
� if it is important to execute the task as
late as possible
 In this project three time�value functions will be used �see 	gure
�
��
 These three function will have one thing in common� the representation of a
	rm deadline�

Utility �

���
��
�� t � t�
V�t� t� � t � d

� t � d

Where t is the time� t� the ready�time and d is the deadline


����� Representation with Tabu Search

There are many things that need to be considered when a problem is to be represented
with tabu search�

Neigbourhood and the objective function	 In the very beginning tabu search ex�
pects that some sort of initial solution exists
 In this case an initial solution is the
order in which the tasks arrive to the scheduler
 Then the swaps are created by pair�
ing all the tasks in the scheduling queue
 The number of swaps in the neighbourhood�
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s� can be calculated in this way�

s �

�
n

�

�
�

n � �n� ��

�

where n is the number of tasks in the neighbourhood
 For every pair of tasks there
exists a swap value which is based on their V �t� value
 The objective function gives
feedback to the algorithm indicating how well it is doing
 It can be de	ned in the
following manner�

Objective function �
nX
i��

�V �t�i�

As the objective function is based on value it means that the tabu search scheduler
is value driven


Cyclic avoidance	 In order to avoid cycles tabu condition must be de	ned
 When a swap
is made it is forbidden to make that move for a number of iterations
 How long a
swap is forbidden �tabu� is called tabu tenure
 It can be calculated in the following
manner�

tabu tenure � d
s

n
e

There will also be an aspiration criteria present which is used in such cases when the
best solution found so far during one iteration is forbidden �tabu�
 In those cases the
tabu restrictions are lifted


Stopping condition	 The stopping condition in this representation is a static entity� i
e
�
the total number of allowed iterations is set to ��
 This means in turn that when the
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scheduling algorithm has evaluated �� possible swaps in the neighbourhood it makes
the one which gives the most total utility


�



Chapter �

Simulation

The purpose of doing a computer simulation is to gain insight into a complex system
without having to construct the system physically
 Simulation studies are conducted in
various 	elds� such as� physics� operation research� computer science etc
 Despite the
di�erent needs of these areas it is possible to identify three main sub	elds of a simulation
study ����

Model design	 In order to simulate a system� a set of assumptions about how the system
works is put forward
 A model is then built from these assumptions ���


Model execution	 After the model has been designed it must be represented in a form
understandable for a computer
 This means that some programming e�ort is re�
quired


Model analysis	 After each simulation the corresponding output must be analyzed in
order to learn more about the system
 The model design decides how detailed the
output is


There are many advantages of doing simulations instead of constructing the actual
system
 According to ��� some possible advantages could be the following� possible to
study the system under various conditions �even rare ones�� alternative designs can be
tested� better control over the experimental conditions� often cost�e�ective
 Simulation
study is though not without drawbacks ���� each run of stochastic model produces only
estimated results� development of simulation models can be expensive and time�consuming�
the simulation model must be valid to be able to produce reliable results� and hence
validated before it is used
 In this project a performance measurement is to be conducted�
in that case the advantages of simulations outweigh the disadvantages

A simulator is needed to be able to measure the performance of the scheduler
 The 	rst

step is to design a model of the system
 There exist many types of simulation models
 In
the next section some light is shed on which parameters govern these models
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��� Di�erent Types of Simulation Models

It is useful to classify simulation models according to three di�erent dimensions ����

Static or Dynamic	 The main di�erence between a static and a dynamic system is
whether time is important or not
 In a static system time is of no importance but a
dynamic system can change as time passes


Deterministic or Stochastic	 A deterministic system does not include any probabilistic
behaviour
 This might be a system which is described with complex di�erential
equations which are analytically intractable
 An example of such a system can be a
set of equations describing a chemical reaction
 The output of such a model accurately
describes how the real system is going to react given a speci	c input
 However many
system models need some sort of random input� e
g
� queuing systems
 The model
used to describe such systems are called stochastic simulation models
 It should be
noted that the output is also randomly distributed and gives therefore only estimates
instead of accurate results as in deterministic models


Continuous or Discrete	 The state of a system at a particular time is represented by
a collection of variables called state variables
 State variables can either be discrete
or continuous and consequently systems can be discrete or continuous
 The main
di�erence is that in a discrete system the state changes instantaneously at separated
points in time but in a continuous system the state variables changes continuously
 An
example of a discrete system can be a bank� as the state changes only when a customer
arrives or departs
 An example of a continuous system can be an �ying aeroplane�
where the state variable such as velocity and position can change continuously


The simulation model in this project has discrete state variables� i
e
� number of missed
deadlines and total utility
 These state variable change only when a task departs from the
system� it is either executed or dismissed if the task misses its deadline
 The model is
dynamic because time is important� the scheduling queue changes with time
 This model
also requires some sort of random input as it is not known when the tasks arrive to the
system� this means that the model is of stochastic nature
 This type of simulation models
are referred to as discrete�event simulation models ���


����� The Building Blocks of a Discrete�Event Simulator

A discrete�event simulator must support the following features ����

Representation of the objects	 The objects in the system will have special character�
istics or parameters that are of interest for the simulator� e
g
� the characteristics of
a task


Manipulation of the objects	 There must be some means of manipulating the objects
in the simulation model� this should be possible to do on sets of objects or one object
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at a time
 The type of operations available depends largely on the objective of the
simulation
 For instance there might be a need for a operation that assigns priorities
to the objects


Scheduling the activities	 Because of the dynamic nature of a discrete�event simulation
it must be possible to mark the point in time where a speci	c event is supposed to
happen
 Therefore it is important to keep track of time �see section �
�
��


Reporting results	 Relevant statistical results are collected and reported


Generating and using mathematical distributions	 It is vital that some sort of tech�
nique is applied to achieve randomness for generating input
 The method used is
referred as random samples
 The functions that describe these samples are called
distributions by statisticians
 Rather than describing each element of a sample some
distribution is used to represent the collective properties of the sample under study���

There exist a number of distributions� e
g
� random� poisson� normal and uniform


����� Di�erent Types of Clock Mechanisms

There are two basic approaches to keep track of time in a discrete event simulation ����

Fixed�increment time advance	 By using this method the clock is forwarded by some
pre�de	ned time interval
 After each update of the clock a check is conducted to see
whether any events should have occurred during the previous time interval
 If one
or more events should have occurred� they are assumed to occur at the end of the
time interval and then the system state is updated
 This means in turn that some
sort of rules must be devised to tackle the situation when two or more events are
scheduled to happen in the same time interval
 This method has two disadvantages�
namely the errors introduced by processing the events at the end of the interval and
deciding which event should be processed 	rst
 These problems can be reduced by
de	ning a small time interval but this results in increased execution time
 Because of
this� 	xed�increment time advance is generally not used in discrete�event simulation
models when the time between events can vary greatly ���


Next�event time advance	 At the beginning the simulation time is set to zero and the
time of future events is determined
 The simulation clock is then forwarded to the
time when the 	rst event is to take place
 At this point the state of the system is
updated because an event has occurred and in addition the list of future events is also
updated
 After this the simulation clock is assigned the value when the next event
will happen and so on
 This process is continued until some pre�de	ned stopping
condition is satis	ed
 In short� the clock jumps from one event time to the next and
by that increasing the e�ciency as the inactive time intervals are avoided ���
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��� Design and Implementation of a Simulator

Designing a discrete�event simulator is not trivial and there is no explicit method of how
to design one
 The very 	rst thing to do is to acquire good knowledge about the system
which is to be simulated
 The system in this project is described in section �
� on page ��

This system has much in common with a broad category of systems which are called single�
server queuing system
 In these systems there exist one server and the jobs in the system
all queue up to be executed
 Typically the server would choose a task for execution by
applying one of the classical queuing disciplines� such as 	rst�in� 	rst�out �FIFO� or last�in�
	rst�out �LIFO�
 In this project the server is the CPU and the jobs are tasks� and the most
important thing is that this system will use a scheduler� based on tabu search to choose
what task is to be executed next


����� The Architecture of the Simulator

The simulator has three main levels of execution�

Initialization	 In this phase the tasks are generated and put into an arrival queue sorted
by their ready�time as it is assumed that arrival�time and ready�time is the same


Simulation	 As soon as the tasks are in the arrival queue� the control routine takes the
	rst task and sends it to the dispatcher
 Depending on the results from the dispatcher
the next task is scheduled or the 	rst task in the scheduling queue is executed
 There
are three schedulers available in the system but only one is active during a simulation�
i
e
� tabu search scheduler� earliest deadline 	rst or highest value 	rst


Report generation	 Finally the report generator is called to gather the statistics which
were generated during the simulation


����� Description of the Routines

In order to understand fully how the internals of the simulator� works a description of the
routines is necessary� �see 	g �
��


Main program	 The main program ties all the routines together belonging to the initial�
ization and simulation execution levels
 The report generation is the third and 	nal
execution level
 As soon as this level commences it prints out the statistics that were
gathered during the simulation
 Given the simplicity of the report generation it is
included in the main program


�see section ����� on page ��
�The simulator was written in the C�programming language
�The source code of the system is provided in appendix B
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Task generator	 The task generator is an independent part of the system
 The task
generator used in this project is written by J�orgen Hansson
 It takes as input a
control 	le where it is possible to set parameters such as� workload� types of value
functions etc �see section �
��


Read tasks	 This routine takes a 	le with the generated tasks produced by the task
generator and puts them on the arrival queue sorted by their ready�time as it is
assumed that the ready�time equals arrival�time


Next event	 The clock mechanism obeys the next�event time advance discipline
 In the
beginning the simulated time is set to zero
 Then the 	rst task on the arrival queue is
sent to the dispatcher� and the clock is incremented with the ready�time of the task

The dispatcher returns either a positive integer or zero
 A positive return value is the
execution time of the task currently being processed
 If a zero is returned then the
task which was sent to the dispatcher has missed its deadline
 In that case the task
which is the head of the scheduling queue is sent to the dispatcher
 The scheduling
cost is assumed to be included in the worst�case execution time� whenever a task is
being processed all the tasks in the arrival queue which satisfy this criteria are sent
to the scheduler�

Rt� � Ct� � current time� t��task on arrival queue�
t��task currently begin executed

The clock is incremented whenever a task is added to the scheduling queue as well as
when a task departs from the system� i
e
� 	nishes execution
 When a task departs
the clock is incremented with its execution time which is assumed to be its worst�case
execution time


Dispatcher	 The dispatcher checks 	rst of all whether the task� which is to be processed�
has missed its deadline or not
 If that has not happened then it is executed� i
e
� its
execution time is sent to the next event routine and it is removed from the scheduling
queue
 If the task has missed its deadline the task is simply removed from the
scheduling queue and a missed deadline counter is incremented


Scheduler	 The scheduler is called from the Next event routine
 The only thing it does
is to give control to a scheduling algorithm
 There is one routine for each scheduling
algorithm in the system


��� Testing

It is critical that the simulator is tested in order to ensure that the results are valid
 In
general it is possible to divide testing into two main parts� veri�cation and validation
 It
is not possible to prove that a system is error free� it is only possible to discover errors
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which are present in the system
 For this reason veri	cation and validation is never really
	nished but is helpful in obtaining a certain level of con	dence in the results of the system
����

Veri	cation is the term used when the simulation program is checked for errors
 This

means that the program must be checked for programming bugs and whether it is consistent
with the assumptions made about the real system ���
 Validation on the other hand is
done to examine whether the simulator produces su�ciently close approximation of the
real�system or not ���

In this case similar testing approach was used as described in ����
 Testing� veri	cation

and validation� was handled by using extensive trace facilities which were built into the
simulator
 These trace facilities were used to verify that right scheduling decisions were
made at every scheduling moment


��� Simulations

The simulation study in this project can be divided into three steps�

�
 Input generation with a task generator using random distribution


�
 Simulations were executed


�
 Results produced by the simulations were analyzed


Before input could be generated a few parameters must be set
 First of all the con�
	guration of the time�value function which was shared by all the simulations that were
conducted
 There are three time�value functions in the system� it was decided to have the
majority of the tasks with either �as soon as possible� and �as late as possible� time�value
functions
 Therefore the division was �� �as soon as possible� and �� �as late as pos�
sible� the remaining �� had the �constant� time�value function
 It must be noted that
this setting is only one of many possible
 As can be seen in table �
� the three time�value

Time�value functions
Type of time�value function Amount  min�max
Constant �� ��� ���
Decreasing �� ��� ���
Increasing �� ��� ���

Table �
�� Con	guration of time�value functions

function can at most return a value of ��� and least a value of ��

Other parameters that are important for the simulations are� workload� time�line�

worst�case execution time and 	nally the tightness factor
 Every simulation began with a
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Parameters Simulation � Simulation � Simulation � Simulation �
Types of deadlines Firm Firm Firm Firm
Workload �� ���� �� ���� �� ���� �� ���� 
Time�line ���� ���� ���� ����
Worst�case execution time ��!�� ��!��� ��!��� ��!��
Tightness factor �!�� �!�� �!�� �!��

Table �
�� Con	guration of the simulations

workload at �� and ended at ��� � with the increment factor of � 
 There were two
di�erent time�lines used ���� time units and ���� time units
 The worst�execution time
of a task is between the �� and �� time units
 The tightness factor is de	ned as follows�

Tightness factor �
D � R

C

In all the simulations that were conducted the tightness factor was between � and ��
 All
these parameters are listed in table �
�


����� Comparison of the Schedulers

The tabu search scheduler will be compared to two other well known schedulers� earliest
deadline 	rst and highest value 	rst


Earliest deadline �rst	 This scheduling algorithm is deadline driven� i
e
� the task which
has the earliest deadline is chosen for execution
 This implies that the scheduler
must have information about deadlines
 Given that the system supports preemption
then the scheduler shows good performance dealing with system that are composed
of aperiodic processes ���
 In fact� the scheduler guarantees all deadlines below �� 
workload
 The disadvantage is that when the scheduler can not meet all the deadlines
it starts to miss deadlines in an unpredictable fashion
 It also has the tendency to
favor short jobs


Highest value �rst	 Highest value 	rst is value driven
 That means that a task which
has the highest value is chosen for execution
 The value depends on the time�value
function which the task has and is calculated at every scheduling moment


These two algorithms were chosen because they represent two di�erent scheduling philoso�
phies and they are well known

The comparison between the tabu search scheduler and the other two will be done in

two di�erent ways� how much utility they achieve and how many deadlines they miss
 It
must be noted that it is not entirely fair to compare earliest deadline 	rst and tabu search
scheduler in terms of how much utility they achieve because earliest deadline 	rst does not
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use that criterion in its scheduling decision
 This comparison is nevertheless interesting in
terms of gaining insight into the behaviour of the tabu search scheduler as it should gain
more utility than a scheduler that has no concept of utility

Finally� it must be stressed that the system does not support preemption which resulted

in that earliest deadline 	rst did have a small decrease in performance
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Chapter �

Analysis

Analysis of simulation results is an iterative process and there exist no explicit point of
when to stop ���
 There were two di�erent con	gurations simulated with two di�erent
time�lines� only time prohibited further simulations
 These four simulations had many
common features and therefore only one will be discussed in detail� results from the other
simulations are provided in Appendix A


��� Performance Comparison

����� Tabu Search vs� Earliest Deadline First

The tabu search scheduler was expected to have more utility� and miss fewer deadlines
after the point when earliest deadline starts to miss deadlines
 Figure �
� shows that tabu
search and earliest deadline miss almost equally many deadlines� earliest deadline 	rst is
slightly better though
 If a closer look is taken tabu search starts missing deadlines at �� 
workload
 From �� to �� it is getting better
 At the �� mark tabu search begins to
miss deadlines in increasing numbers� similar behaviour is also shown by earliest deadline
	rst
 Figure �
� shows that the two schedulers gain almost equally much utility
 When the
workload strikes �� tabu search gets a little better
 This was expected at �� workload
as earliest deadline 	rst starts missing deadlines


����� Tabu Search vs� Highest Value First

This comparison is a little more interesting because both schedulers are value driven
 It
was expected that tabu search would gain more total utility as well as miss fewer deadlines

Figure �
� shows that tabu search and highest value 	rst miss almost equally many dead�
lines
 Tabu search performs slightly better regarding missed deadlines but the di�erence is
too little to draw any serious conclusions
 Figure �
� shows that highest value gains more
utility than tabu search
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Figure �
�� Comparison of how many deadlines tabu search scheduler and earliest deadline
	rst miss at di�erent workloads� the solid line is the tabu search scheduler

����� Discussion of Improvements to the Scheduler

As the system is a 	rm system a few missed deadlines are accepted but the utility should
be as high as possible
 It is evident from the simulations that the three schedulers perform
almost equally well at workloads �� to �� 
 Probable cause is that the tasks are so few
in the system and there are very few tasks at every instant in the scheduling queue
 The
tabu search works by swapping tasks and for that there must be at least two tasks in the
scheduling queue
 At this lower workloads this condition does not always hold
 To improve
the performance of the tabu search scheduler� virtual tasks could be generated if the number
of tasks are fewer than some 	xed number
 Then it is possible to swap these virtual tasks
with the real tasks
 By that there is higher probability that better performance could be
achieved
 As for now it is not clear how it could be possible to implement this method

Problems such as how to generate the virtual tasks are not trivial� that remains a topic for
further study

During the simulations it became evident that the performance of tabu search is very

sensitive to parameters changes
 It is possible to identify three key elements regarding
performance of the tabu search scheduler�

Stopping conditions	 While simulating it was observed that the tabu search scheduler
is very sensitive to how many swaps it performs
 During the simulations the tabu
search scheduler had 	xed amount of swaps it could perform
 When this number was
changed the scheduler either performed better or worse depending on the workload

It was clear that it was not possible to set the number of iterations to some number
that would outperform others
 Then the number of iterations must be set dynami�
cally
 Some experiments were conducted trying to calculate the number of allowed
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Figure �
�� Comparison of how much utility the system has using tabu search and earliest
deadline 	rst� the solid line is the tabu scheduler

swaps based on the number of swaps possible
 Initial simulation results indicated no
improvements and time prohibited further investigation
 This resulted in that the
simulations were conducted with statically set maximum number of swaps
 This is
a problem which remains to be solved
 One possible way to do that is to have more
advanced stopping condition than simply say stop after a certain number of swaps

This way it is possible to set the number of swaps to very high number and count on
the stopping condition to stop the search in reasonable time�
 It is probably better
to try to improve the stopping condition instead of trying to dynamically calculate
the number of swaps


Memory structure	 The memory structure used in this project is a binary relation� i
e
�
a swap is tabu or not
 On the other hand how long a certain swap is a tabu is based
on the number of swaps� that way the tabu tenure becomes dynamic �see section
�
�
��
 The next step in the re	ning the memory structure can be to make the
individual tasks tabu� in order to avoid that the same tasks gets bounced around a
lot
 It would also be interesting to record how many times a certain swap is made as
well as how many times a speci	c tasks gets swapped� this factor is called frequency
factor ����
 This information could be used to make these swaps"tasks tabu when
their frequency factor gets incremented to some certain number
 Another feature
which could be added is using the recency factor ����� i
e
� how long ago was this
swap made
 This could be applied both on swaps as well as tasks


It is believed that the use of frequency and recency factors in combination with the

�Stopping conditions are discussed in section ���
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Figure �
�� Comparison of how many deadlines the tabu search scheduler misses compared
to highest value 	rst� the solid line is the tabu search scheduler

current memory structure could result in signi	cant performance improvements


Neighbourhood criteria	 The swaps are the building blocks of the neighbourhood� when
there are many tasks in the scheduling queue the number of swaps can be relatively
large� e
g
� when there are �� tasks the number of swaps are ��� �see section �
�
��

Evaluation of all these swaps can be very time consuming and therefore it is important
that a good criteria is used to cut down on the available swaps
 This is only a question
of optimizing the e�ciency of the algorithm� it is not certain that the quality of the
result would change that much given of course that a good stopping condition is
available
 Nevertheless� time is important and this issue should be given some serious
thought
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Chapter �

Conclusion

In order to discuss the conclusions of this project the objective must be revisited
 The main
objective was to 	nd out whether tabu search is an applicable heuristic search strategy to
solve real�time task scheduling problems

A dynamic real�time scheduling problem for single processor was de	ned
 The tasks

in the system are sporadic� mutually independent� non�preemptable with 	rm� arbitrary
deadlines
 A scheduling algorithm based on tabu search was designed
 A simulator was
designed and implemented in order to measure the performance of the scheduler
 Sim�
ulations were conducted using earliest deadline 	rst and highest value 	rst for reference
purposes
 There were two metrics used when comparing the schedulers� total utility and
missed deadlines
 Because the tabu search scheduler is value driven it was expected that
it would outperform highest value 	rst in both categories
 Furthermore tabu search was
expected to miss fewer deadlines than earliest deadline 	rst as soon as earliest deadline
starts to miss deadlines
 The performance was not as good as expected

Several improvements or things to consider have been suggested regarding the repre�

sentation with tabu search
 Such things as memory structure� stopping condition and
neighbourhood criteria are all important aspects of tabu search and many things remain
to be explored in those areas �see section �
�
��
 It is my belief that when considering
the simulation results tabu search de	nitely has potential as a heuristic search strategy of
choice when it comes to designing a real�time dynamic task scheduler

In conclusion it can be said that this project provides a starting point for further

enhancing the design of a task scheduler based upon tabu search


��� Future Work

There are many additional aspects that would be interesting to explore but within the
strict time limits of this project it was not possible to pursue them� a few of them will be
mentioned here


Input generation is extremely important as for the results of the simulation� i
e
� the
output data can not imply anything if the input data is erroneous
 In this project
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input data was generated with a task generator which used random distribution
 It
would be interesting to observe the e�ect on the results if another distribution would
be used such as poisson distribution
 It is also very important to try other settings
of time�value functions� as the tabu search scheduler is value�driven these settings
may have signi	cant impact on the performance


The Simulator	 A simulator was implemented for the sole purpose of testing the perfor�
mance of the tabu search scheduler
 It does not currently support preemption but
that is desirable


It is extremely important that the simulator is tested
 Testing has been performed
but more testing would increase the con	dence in the results signi	cantly


In the design of the simulator it is assumed that the tasks are ready to execute when
they arrive to the system� i
e
� ready time is equal to arrival time
 It would give
more accurate results if some number of tasks would have arrival time a less than its
ready time
 This means that as soon as a task arrives to the system the scheduler
can begin scheduling it
 This could mean better performance and last but not least
more realistic input data


Simulations	 It is worth mentioning that all data that was generated has been stored
in data�	les making it possible to re�run the exact same workload as used in this
project


Tabu search	 The representation of the problem with tabu search used only the basic
ingredients available
 There are many things that can be adjusted and added to the
design �see section �
�
��
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Appendix A

Simulation Results
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Figure A
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Appendix B

Source Code for the Simulator

����

NAME

Simulator

PURPOSE

To act as a test�platform for the

performance test of a real�time

scheduler based upon the meta�heuristic Tabu search

WRITTEN BY

arnar�ida�his�se

����

�include�stdio�h�

�include�string�h�

�include�stdlib�h�

�include�math�h�

�define FIRM�RT 	

�define TABU 


�define HIGHEST�VALUE �

�define MIN �����

typedef struct taskp�

int taskid�

int type�

int taskwcexectime� �� worst�case�execution time ��

int taskreadytime� �� ready time for task ��

int taskdeadline�

int vf�type� �� Value function type ��

int vf�low�value�

int vf�high�value�

��



struct taskp �next� �� Next link ��

struct taskp �previous� �� Previous link ��

�TASK�

typedef struct�

TASK �head�

TASK �tail�

�QUEUE�

typedef struct�

TASK �task
�

TASK �task�

int value�

�SWAP�

typedef struct�

TASK �task�

int time�

int value�

�TVF�VALUE�

typedef struct�

TASK �taskid
�

TASK �taskid�

int tenure�

�TABO�

�� Definitions of global variables ��

int sim�time� �� the simulated time ��

int no�arrival�queue���

int missed�deadlines���

int utilization���

QUEUE �arrive�queue� �scheduling�queue� �execution�list�

void read�tasks�FILE ���

void print�queue�QUEUE ���

TASK �create�link�TASK ���

void init�queue�TASK �� QUEUE ����

TASK �find�task�readytime �TASK �� QUEUE ���

void insert�item�TASK �� TASK �� QUEUE ���

��



void delete�item�TASK �� QUEUE ����

void swap�tasks�TASK �� TASK ���

void swap�headers�TASK �� TASK �� QUEUE ���

int count�elements�in�queue�QUEUE ���

void next�event���

void earliest�deadline�first�TASK �� QUEUE ���

void highest�value�first�TASK �� QUEUE ���

int dispatcher�TASK ���

void schedule�TASK �� QUEUE ���

void TS�scheduler�TASK �� QUEUE ���

int calculate�time�value�func�TASK �� int��

int objective�function�QUEUE �� int��

��������������������������INITILIZATION��������������������������������

�� The arrival queue will be a double linked list�

It can be sorted by various criteria�

Here it will be sorted by the tasks�s readytime�

as it is assumed that the arrival time is the as

the readytime ��

void read�tasks�taskfp�

FILE �taskfp�

�

TASK �task� �previous�task�

�� Allocate memory for the first task ��

if��task��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for task in read�tasks�n���

exit��
��

�

�� Read the first task ��

fscanf�taskfp� ��d �d �d �d �d �d �d �d�n�� �task��taskid� �task��type�

�task��taskwcexectime� �task��taskreadytime� �task��taskdeadline�

�task��vf�type� �task��vf�low�value� �task��vf�high�value��

��



�� Create the queue ��

init�queue�task� �arrive�queue��

no�arrival�queue���

�� Read the tasks from the file and put them in the arrive queue�

sorted by their arrival time� As it is assumed that the arrival�time

is equal to the readytime ��

while��feof�taskfp��

�

�� Read the next tasks ��

fscanf�taskfp� ��d �d �d �d �d �d �d �d�n�� �task��taskid� �task��type�

�task��taskwcexectime� �task��taskreadytime� �task��taskdeadline�

�task��vf�type� �task��vf�low�value� �task��vf�high�value��

��Put the task into the queue sorted by the readytime ��

�� Find the spot where the task is to be placed in the arrival queue ��

previous�task�find�task�readytime�task� arrive�queue��

if�previous�task �� NULL�

�

�� The new task has less readytime than the current head ��

swap�headers�arrive�queue��head� task� arrive�queue��

�

else

�

insert�item�task� previous�task� arrive�queue��

�

no�arrival�queue���

�

printf��Number of tasks in arrival queue are� �d�n�� no�arrival�queue��

fclose�taskfp��

free�task��

��



�

���������������������������LIST OPERATIONS��������������������������������

int count�elements�in�queue�queue�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �item�

int counter���

if�queue��head �� NULL�

return�counter��

else

�

item� queue��head�

while�item �� NULL�

�

counter���

item�item��next�

�

�

return�counter��

�

void print�queue�queue�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �item�

if�queue��head �� NULL�

printf��Empty Queue�n���

else

�

item � queue��head�

�� Print out the queue ��

while�item��NULL�

�

printf��Id �d�t�� item��taskid��

printf��Deadline �d�t�� item��taskdeadline��

��



printf��Type �d�t�� item��type��

printf��Ready time �d�t�� item��taskreadytime��

printf��Worstcexec �d�t�� item��taskwcexectime��

printf��Valufunction �d�t�� item��vf�type��

printf��TVF�low �d�t�� item��vf�low�value��

printf��TVF�high �d�n�� item��vf�high�value��

�� Get the next post ��

item�item��next�

�

�

�

�� Allocates memory for a link� initializes the

task parameters� sets up the pointers and returns

pointer to the link� Used internally by insert�item��

and init�queue��

��

TASK �create�link�task�

TASK �task�

�

TASK �new�task�

if��new�task��TASK �� malloc�sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for task in create�link�n���

exit��
��

�

�� intiate the pointer ��

new�task��next�NULL�

new�task��previous�NULL�

�� copy the data into the link ��

new�task��taskid�task��taskid�

new�task��taskdeadline�task��taskdeadline�

new�task��type�task��type�

new�task��taskreadytime�task��taskreadytime�

�



new�task��taskwcexectime�task��taskwcexectime�

new�task��vf�type�task��vf�type�

new�task��vf�low�value�task��vf�low�value�

new�task��vf�high�value�task��vf�high�value�

return�new�task��

�

�� Intilization of the queue

Parameters� the first task and which queue ��

void init�queue�task� queue�

TASK �task�

QUEUE ��queue�

�

if���queue��QUEUE �� malloc�sizeof�QUEUE��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for queue structure in init�queue�n���

exit��
��

�

��queue���head���queue���tail�create�link�task��

�

�� Put a task into the arrive�queue in the right place�

Returns the task item which has a shorter readytime than the input

task�

��

TASK �find�task�readytime �search�item� queue�

TASK �search�item�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �item�

item�queue��head�

�� Check for new header or not ��

if�search�item��taskreadytime � item��taskreadytime�

�

return�NULL��

��



�

else

�

while�search�item��taskreadytime � item��taskreadytime� �

item�item��next�

if �item��NULL�

return queue��tail�

�

return�item��previous��

�

�

void insert�item�task� previous�task� queue�

TASK �task�

TASK �previous�task�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �next�link� �new�link�

new�link�create�link�task��

next�link�previous�task��next�

�� establish the connection between the two tasks ��

previous�task��next�new�link�

new�link��previous�previous�task�

if�next�link��NULL�

�

new�link��next�next�link�

next�link��previous�new�link�

�

else

queue��tail�new�link�

�

�� Parameters� task to be deleted� the queue

which it is currently in

Logically deletes the link from the list and

��



frees the space

��

void delete�item�task� queue�

TASK �task�

QUEUE ��queue�

�

TASK �previous�task� �next�task�

int count���

count�count�elements�in�queue���queue���

if�count �� 
�

�

��queue���head�NULL�

��queue���tail�NULL�

�

else

�

previous�task�task��previous�

next�task�task��next�

�� Check whether the item is the head of the queue ��

if�task �� ��queue���head�

��queue���head�next�task�

if�task �� ��queue���tail�

��queue���tail�previous�task�

if�previous�task �� NULL�

previous�task��next�next�task�

if�next�task �� NULL�

next�task��previous�previous�task�

�

free�task��

�

�� Function� swap headers ��

��



void swap�headers�old�header� task� queue�

TASK �old�header�

TASK �task�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �old�header�neighbour� �new�header�

if�old�header��task�

return�

new�header�create�link�task��

if�count�elements�in�queue�queue� �� 
�

�

�� Then there exist no neighbour ��

new�header��previous�NULL�

new�header��next�old�header�

old�header��previous�new�header�

old�header��next�NULL�

�� Update Tail ��

queue��tail�old�header�

�

�� There are at leas three tasks in the queue ��

else

�

if��old�header�neighbour��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for task in swap headers�n���

exit��
��

�

new�header��previous�NULL�

new�header��next�old�header�

old�header�neighbour�old�header��next�

old�header��previous�new�header�

old�header��next�old�header�neighbour�

��



�

��Update Head��

queue��head�new�header�

�

��������������������������SIMULATOR ROUTINES�����������������������������

void next�event��

�

int scheduling�time�

TASK �task� �new�task�

sim�time��� �� Simulated time initialized ��

CPU�FREE�

�� The clock starts to tick ��

sim�time�arrive�queue��head��taskreadytime�

init�queue�arrive�queue��head� �scheduling�queue��

�� Initiate the execution list ��

init�queue�arrive�queue��head� �execution�list��

delete�item�arrive�queue��head� �arrive�queue��

�� Special case � the first task is directly sent to the

cpu ��

scheduling�time�dispatcher�scheduling�queue��head��

if��task��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for task in next�event�n���

exit��
��

�

��



while�arrive�queue��head �� NULL �� scheduling�queue��head �� NULL�

�

if�scheduling�time � ��

�

if�scheduling�queue��head �� NULL�

�

sim�time�arrive�queue��head��taskreadytime�

init�queue�arrive�queue��head� �scheduling�queue��

delete�item�arrive�queue��head� �arrive�queue��

�

�� All the tasks that have less readytime than the

execution time�sim�time of the currently executing task

are scheduled ��

task�arrive�queue��head�

while� �task �� NULL� �� �task��taskreadytime � �scheduling�time � sim�time���

�

sim�time�task��taskreadytime�

new�task � create�link�task��

schedule�new�task� scheduling�queue��

task�task��next�

if� arrive�queue��head �� NULL�

delete�item�arrive�queue��head� �arrive�queue��

�

�� Update the simulated time ��

sim�time�sim�time�scheduling�time�

scheduling�time���

�

else if�scheduling�time �� ��

�

if�scheduling�queue��head �� NULL�

�

��



�� This is the first task ��

sim�time�arrive�queue��head��taskreadytime�

init�queue�arrive�queue��head� �scheduling�queue��

delete�item�arrive�queue��head� �arrive�queue��

�

scheduling�time�dispatcher�scheduling�queue��head��

�

else

printf���n�nUnexpected scheduling�time�n�n���

� �� end while ��

free�task��

�

int dispatcher�task�

TASK �task�

�

int execution�time���

if� sim�time � task��taskdeadline �

�

utilization�utilization�calculate�time�value�func�task� sim�time��

execution�time � task��taskwcexectime�

if�task��taskid �� execution�list��head��taskid�

insert�item�task� execution�list��tail� execution�list��

delete�item� scheduling�queue��head� �scheduling�queue��

return�execution�time��

�

else

�

missed�deadlines���

delete�item� scheduling�queue��head� �scheduling�queue��

return����

�

�

void schedule�task� queue�

TASK �task�

��



QUEUE �queue�

�

�� Manipulate the scheduling queue with a certain policy�

the choice depends on macro definition ��

if��TABU�

�

if�HIGHEST�VALUE�

highest�value�first�task� scheduling�queue��

if��HIGHEST�VALUE�

earliest�deadline�first�task� scheduling�queue��

�

if�TABU�

TS�scheduler�task� scheduling�queue��

�

��������������������������SCHEDULING POLICIES����������������������������

void highest�value�first�task� queue�

TASK �task�

QUEUE �queue�

�

int value��� ref�value��� tmp�value��� i�
� tmp�counter���

TASK �item� �tmp�item� �candidate�item�

int best�value�MIN�

insert�item�task� scheduling�queue��tail�scheduling�queue��

if��tmp�counter�count�elements�in�queue�scheduling�queue�� �� 
�

�

item�queue��head�

if��candidate�item��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for candidate�item in highest�value�first�n���

exit��
��

�

while�item �� NULL�

�

��



value�calculate�time�value�func�item� sim�time��

if�value � best�value�

�

best�value�value�

candidate�item�item�

�

item�item��next�

�

delete�item�candidate�item� �queue��

swap�headers�queue��head� candidate�item� scheduling�queue��

�

�

void earliest�deadline�first�task� queue�

TASK �task�

QUEUE �queue�

�

TASK �item�

int header���

item�queue��head�

�� Check for new header or not ��

if��task��taskdeadline � item��taskdeadline� �� header �� ��

�

swap�headers�queue��head� task� scheduling�queue��

header�
�

�

else

�

if�header �� ��

�

while�task��taskdeadline � item��taskdeadline�

�

item�item��next�

if� item �� NULL�

break�

�

��



if �item��NULL�

insert�item�task� queue��tail� scheduling�queue��

else

insert�item�task� item��previous� scheduling�queue��

�

�

header���

�

�����������������������TABU SEARCH��������������������������������

�� Calculates the value of respective task ��

int calculate�time�value�func�task� time�

TASK �task�

int time�

�

int value�

if �time � task��taskreadytime�

return ��

if�time � task��taskdeadline�

return ��

if��time � task��taskreadytime� �� �time � task��taskdeadline��

�

value���task��vf�high�value � task��vf�low�value��

�task��taskdeadline � task��taskreadytime��

� �time � task��taskreadytime� � task��vf�low�value�

return �value��

�

�

�� Calculates the quality of the given schedule ��

int objective�function�TS�list� time�

QUEUE �TS�list�

int time�

�

int value�

TASK �task�

�



task�TS�list��head�

while�task �� NULL�

�

value�calculate�time�value�func�task� time��

time�time�task��taskwcexectime�

task�task��next�

�

�

�� Swap two tasks in a queue�

USED IN TS�scheduler ��

void swap�tasks�task
� task�

TASK �task
� �task�

�

int taskid� type�taskwcexectime� taskreadytime� taskdeadline�

int vf�type� vf�low�value� vf�high�value�

�� copy the contents of task
 into a temporary storage ��

taskid�task
��taskid�

type�task
��type�

taskwcexectime�task
��taskwcexectime�

taskreadytime�task
��taskreadytime�

taskdeadline�task
��taskdeadline�

vf�type�task
��vf�type�

vf�low�value�task
��vf�low�value�

vf�high�value�task
��vf�high�value�

�� copy the contents of task into task
 ��

task
��taskid�task��taskid�

task
��type�task��type�

task
��taskwcexectime�task��taskwcexectime�

task
��taskreadytime�task��taskreadytime�

task
��taskdeadline�task��taskdeadline�

task
��vf�type�task��vf�type�

task
��vf�low�value�task��vf�low�value�

��



task
��vf�high�value�task��vf�high�value�

�� finally copy the contents of the temporary storage into task ��

task��taskid�taskid�

task��type�type�

task��taskwcexectime�taskwcexectime�

task��taskreadytime�taskreadytime�

task��taskdeadline�taskdeadline�

task��vf�type�vf�type�

task��vf�low�value�vf�low�value�

task��vf�high�value�vf�high�value�

�

void TS�scheduler�task� queue�

TASK �task�

QUEUE �queue�

�

SWAP �swaps�

TABO �tabulist�

TASK �task
� �task� �scheduling�task� �TS�task�

TASK �move
� �move�

TVF�VALUE �p�

int i�j�k�

int adjacent�solutions�
� tabu�tenure� index�

float resultat �

int TS�tail�counter�

int tasks�
� no�of�iterations��� counter��� TS�count���

int tvf�value� tvf�time� current�value��� best�value��� best��� tabu���

int best�object�value�MIN�

QUEUE �TS�list�NULL� �TS�tail�list�NULL� �TS�list�head�NULL�

int tabu�counter���

int final�tot�value��� final�value� control��� �� Used for special case ��

TASK �final�task� �final�cand�task� �TS�scheduling�task�

int objective�value��� max�quality��� max�quality�tmp���

��variables used in creating the swaps table��

int val
� val� time
� time� ref
� ref�

��Initial solution is the one which the tasks arrive in ��

insert�item�task� scheduling�queue��tail� scheduling�queue��

��



scheduling�task�queue��head�

�� Push the tasks in the scheduling queue on a list

that will be maninpulated by tabu search ��

while�scheduling�task �� NULL�

�

if�TS�list �� NULL�

init�queue�scheduling�task� �TS�list��

else

�

insert�item�scheduling�task� TS�list��tail� TS�list��

tasks���

�

scheduling�task�scheduling�task��next�

�

if�TS�list �� NULL �� ��TS�count�count�elements�in�queue�TS�list�� � 
� �

�

�� no of swaps in the neighbourhood ��

adjacent�solutions��tasks��tasks�
����

resultat � �float� adjacent�solutions�tasks�

tabu�tenure� �int� ceil�resultat ��

no�of�iterations�
��

if��move��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for move in TS�scheduler�n���

exit��
��

�

if��tabulist � �TABO �� malloc �sizeof�TABO� � adjacent�solutions�� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for tabulist�n���

exit��
��

�

�� clear the tabulist ��

��



for�i��� i � adjacent�solutions � i���

�

tabulist!i"�taskid
�tabulist!i"�taskid�NULL�

tabulist!i"�tenure���

�

�� Allocate memory for the swaps table ��

if��swaps � �SWAP �� malloc �sizeof�SWAP��adjacent�solutions�� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for swap table�n���

exit��
��

�

if��move
��TASK ��malloc �sizeof�TASK��� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for move
 in TS�scheduler�n���

exit��
��

�

�� Allocate memory for the value array ��

if ��p � �TVF�VALUE �� malloc �sizeof�TVF�VALUE� � tasks�� �� NULL�

�

printf��Problem allocating memory for value array in TS�scheduler�n���

exit��
��

�

while�counter � no�of�iterations�

�

�� record the current quality ��

objective�value�objective�function�TS�list� sim�time��

�� max�quality�objective�value���

if�objective�value � best�object�value�

best�object�value�objective�value�

�� Evaluate all the swaps in the neighbourhood ��

�� Calculate the current value of the tasks ��

TS�task�TS�list��head�

tvf�time�sim�time�

��



i���

while�TS�task �� NULL�

�

p!i"�task�TS�task�

p!i"�time�tvf�time�

p!i"�value�calculate�time�value�func�TS�task� tvf�time��

tvf�time�tvf�time�TS�task��taskwcexectime�

i���

TS�task�TS�task��next�

�

�� Build the neigbhourhood swaps ��

control���

k���

for�i��� i � tasks � i���

�

��task
�p!i"�task� ��

val
�p!i"�value�

time
�p!i"�time�

for�j�i�
� j � tasks� j���

�

swaps!k"�task
�p!i"�task�

swaps!k"�task�p!j"�task�

val�p!j"�value�

time�p!j"�time�

�� calculate the reference values ��

ref
�calculate�time�value�func�swaps!i"�task
� time��

ref�calculate�time�value�func�swaps!k"�task� time
��

�� Record the value of swapping task
 with task ��

swaps!k"�value���ref
�ref���val
�val���

k���

��



�

�

�� Find the best move and check for tabu ��

current�value�MIN�

max�quality�tmp�MIN�

tabu���

move
�NULL�

move�NULL�

for�i��� i � adjacent�solutions � i���

�

if�swaps!i"�value � current�value�

�

�� Check for tabu ��

for�j��� j � adjacent�solutions� j���

�

if���swaps!i"�task
 �� tabulist!j"�taskid
� ��

�swaps!i"�task �� tabulist!j"�taskid��

��

��swaps!i"�task
 �� tabulist!j"�taskid� ��

�swaps!i"�task �� tabulist!j"�taskid
���

tabu�
�

�

if�tabu �� 
�

�

�� aspiration criteria ��

if��swaps!i"�value�objective�value� � best�object�value�

�

move
�swaps!i"�task
�

move�swaps!i"�task�

current�value�swaps!i"�value�

�

tabu���

�

else

�

��



move
�swaps!i"�task
�

move�swaps!i"�task�

current�value�swaps!i"�value�

�

�

�

�� swap entries have either zero or negative improvements�

Extra rule dont want to take a bad mover if there is only

one swap to make ��

if�adjacent�solutions �� 
�

�

if�current�value �� ��

�

move
�NULL�

move�NULL�

�

�

�� Update the tabu list ��

for�i��� i � adjacent�solutions � i���

�

if�tabulist!i"�tenure ����

tabulist!i"�tenure�tabulist!i"�tenure � 
�

�

for�i��� i � adjacent�solutions � i���

�

if�tabulist!i"�tenure �� ��

�

index�i�

break�

�

�

tabulist!index"�taskid
�move
�

tabulist!index"�taskid�move�

��



tabulist!index"�tenure�tabu�tenure�

�� How many swaps are tabu ��

for�i��� i � adjacent�solutions �i���

�

if�tabulist!i"�tenure ����

tabu�counter���

�

if�move
 �� NULL �� move ��NULL�

�

�� Update TS�list� make the swap ��

swap�tasks�move
� move��

�

counter���

��� end main while ��

init�queue�TS�list��head� �scheduling�queue��

TS�scheduling�task�TS�list��head��next�

while�TS�scheduling�task �� NULL�

�

insert�item�TS�scheduling�task� scheduling�queue��tail� scheduling�queue��

TS�scheduling�task � TS�scheduling�task��next�

�

��� end if step  ��

free�p��

free�swaps��

free�tabulist��

free�move
��

free�move��

�

�� main takes one parameter� i�e�� the file with the generated tasks ��

void main�argc� argv�

int argc�

char �argv!"�

��



�

char taskfile!  "�

FILE �taskfp�

int no�execution�list���

if�argc �� �

�

printf��The Taskfile must be provided as an argument�n���

exit�
��

�

�� Open file check ��

strcpy�taskfile� argv!
"��

if��taskfp�fopen�taskfile��r��� �� �FILE �� NULL�

�

printf��Error opening Taskfile�n���

exit�
��

�

read�tasks�taskfp��

next�event���

no�execution�list�count�elements�in�queue�execution�list��

printf��Number of tasks in execution list are� �d�n�� no�execution�list��

printf��Utility �d�n�� utilization��

printf��Missed deadlines� �d�n��missed�deadlines��

�

��
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